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Robin Boyd

AT THE HARRIET BRADFORD HOTEL

I wake up and find
moss growing
inbetween my toes.
The shades press close
against the window frames
as the asthmatic walls exhale
our damp sleep-laden breath.
Still, a few wild arrows
of light slice through
and project a small constellation
on the opposite wall.
The shadows resemble whispers
and they brush past my shoulder
softedged and bloated with secrets.
Last night the furniture
seemed to shift uneasily
emitting wet sighs
in anticipation of a drought.
And this morning when
I saw you in the sunlight
a tint of green remained
in the circles surrounding your eyes.
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NOSTALGIA

for Karen

Know the passion that once roared
and how it gently whispers you west
finally tamed for action.
Remember those nights
that once reared up in frenzy
that even now puncture your dreams
with their sweet breath.
The sadness is a cruel needle
its sharp steel spine mends all wounds
with the same searing heat;
it is just another stitch
a tuck in the slackening years.
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Robert Joe Stout

THE HERMIT

The red hills bunched like crumpled rags
Around his shack. Scrubby, half-dead walnut
Trees leaned in to shade the porch.
He neither ploughed nor sowed, he said, and left
The corn the way it volunteered, the melons
Where they grew. Nor penned, he said, the chickens
Roosting in the eaves. Nor looked too hard for eggs.
A path (just wide enough for one) wound
Upwards to the crest. At times, he said, a wolf
Sat there and howled. Weasels gnawed the roots
Of trees. A man, he said, could blend to things
Like that. I laughed; we drank a beer; I left.
And sit, my hands wound tight about my chest,
Screaming, screaming, screaming.
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K. C. Hammond

ENDINGS
Lissi bending down and tousling my hair before we made love.
The moonlight catching her face offguard. Laughing at my Bogart
accent. A habit of lighting two cigarettes simultaneously. The sul
try girl-woman, brandy in hand, playing at Garbo on those few
nights we had together.
I'm reminded of that room reflecting others' taste, not yet
our own. A room reflecting the husband's traditionalism and the
wife's fashionableness: exotic wallprints, Indian and Persian scatter
rugs, first editions richly jacketed in leather skins, one Louis XIV
chair hidden in a corner and a hand full of antiques closeted away
in a glassed-in bookcase. It is the white white walls though that call
a menage of many cultures into focus.
The apartment, the night, will be very quiet. I imagine the
sound of crickets. A time of night Ussi has likened to the "loon
and linnet" hour. I see the pause of headlights on the drive, six
floors, below. And then all is quiet.
Lissi turns off the light and turns over a record on the phono
graph. Side two slivers the night and brings me back from reverie.
She offers me a smile, not unlike one of Chagall's angels. I watch
her knowing I could follow her movements even with my eyes
closed and hear her light tread even if the night had not its own
gentle calling.
Sprawled on the couch, my back to the balcony, I feel the
breeze playing behind me. But it is her sibylline movements, secure

5
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in the knowledge that she is being watched, that captures my atten
tion. That stirs me deeply. I reach up and switch off the light of
fending my eyes. Even in darkness I sense more than I might sec
were it light. Her liquid shadow movement sways before me prom
ising sensuality and later only nostalgia when I have time to recall
what tonight may have meant.
Undressed myself, I watch her undress. The little girl sureness
now gone. No longer brazen. And I sense my need of her more
than physical. The moonlight reveals her nakedness as she moves
closer to me.
Seth and Tara's room, a hallway apart from us, is dark and
silent. I think I can hear sounds from the floor below, but I'm
not sure. Perhaps it is sounds from across the way. Swishing of
footsteps, hushed voices and a dog whining.
I should write tonight down as it happens so I won't forget
anything. It will be important, if only to me later. I glance across
at the Louis XIV chair where I last neglected ~y notebook. A
sheaf of grey papers protrude from the velvet seat. I file it all away
mentally - what will happen and my desire to write. Not wishing
to offend Lissi who knows my need to spearhead all experience.
To write everything that happens to me on long pads of yellow
lined paper. Her favorite analogy lies in comparing me to the young
photographer/director in Tbe Last Tango in Paris. His voyeurism
cost him his girl. Once somewhat gravely she even compared me
ro the protagonist of "Blow-Up," who, helpless, must record what
he sees but has no emotional control over what happens. What was
his first problem? - deciding what person to tell his story in and
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settling on first. It gave him proximi ty. As a person he still had
the element of safe distance. I'm reminded that we invent our
own biographies badly - or not at all!
In the moonlight, Lissi is opaline and slender. And unreach
able. We make love. And yet in losing all sense of touch my lust is
unsatiable. She appears to me chameleon. The same face, but
never quite the same body. The response is always different. There
again that unalterable air of mystery. Even in surrender, she with
holds part of herself. And sensing this herself, she is saddened. We
both are. But it helps that she strokes my face softly, repeating my
name over and over like a litany - a familiar song from memory. It
helps that she doesn't move away then. Still it isn't enough. Now
we settle for less ...
April is two months away. I measure time by birthdays. The
only thing we share completely. And remember we made love on
this same couch when it was cold, December perhaps, and it was
cold and there were never enough blankets and Seth and Tara had
friends staying in the den. So we had to be very quiet. The couch
squeaked like a covey of mice when we sank into its cool folds. We
kept telling each other not to laugh only making us more giddy.
Our faces buried into pillows to stifle our laughter; keeping us warm.
Then later when we had the bedroom to ourselves and we
stayed so close together not use to all that space and I woke up on
the floor anyway. The way she shook her head with smiles - that
Cheshire grin. Listening to the sounds of other early risers on bal
conies below. Then she joined me on the floor. We stayed there a
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long time, more in silence. A tentative touch and knees gently
grazing each other. Then I moved and she moved and I lay back
and she came to me of her own accord. Noting the different tex
tures: giving oneself to the brush of carpet, floor, love. Feeling
her breath race on my cheek. Mine catching up. Outdistancing
her and then slowing down as I had learned to do even on ski slopes.
Then the feel of sweat thick as honey, time heavy. The pleasing
corners of her smile though it couldn't have been more than 60 0 F
in that room. Threw off a blanket, wrapped myself in a thinner
one. Then tucked the edges around her shoulders. Her back to
me now. My arm across her shoulder, I could still see her smile.
Even then we knew it would be something to talk about
later. Perhaps with someone else when that shared intimacy had
once again been attained. That keeps out the darkness, that no past
affair can threaten. In the smoke of that cigarette that tastes so
good afterward. Even if you never fall out of bed again it's some
thing to reminisce about. Even to yourself when you're alone.
Better when you're alone. But if you share it with someone else
it becomes their secret too. If it puts you both in a good humor,
you may begin all over again.
The morning comes earlier now. Awake, I'd like to shift my
self back on to her thighs once more and see if there's any giving
left; but, Seth and Tara are stirring now. Tara's in the bathroom.
I hear the spurt of water in the basin, the whine of the faucets 
muffled by doors and walls. Seth soon to be on his way out here
with his early morning hung over face. He'll be here any moment
saying, "Hey, what do you want for breakfast? How 'bout some of
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Tara's famous pancakes?" I'm annoyed. It's a false alarm. Tara
goes back shutting the bedroom door completely now. It's quiet.
By then restless, I don't want to. Then I do, but Lissi's asleep and
I don't want to wake her.
Afterward there were letters for awhile. Then they stopped.
Like all good intentions. I tried to call her but she was always out.
Someone else, a stranger's voice, always answered the phone.
Then I got busted. Didn't take anything myself but had some
stuff on me at a party. Possession is 9/1O's of the law. Again I had
something to write about. When I sent her the story she returned it
to me. But she'd read it first. I could tell by the edges. Bent just
the way she creased pages of a book when she was in a hurry or
nervous. I tried to call her again, but she was away.
Then she called me up one day late in November and said she
was unhappy and could she see me. We met on 56th Street in a
small cafe. Cold, rainy day. She came in, her face wet from the
storm or tears. Good day to be inside.
"I'm sad," she said. Her voice shaking. "Nothing works with
anyone else. I gave you something I can't get back."
"What, your virginity?" I quipped (remembering that it hadn't
always worked with us).
"No," she said very seriously and very sadly. "A time and a
me that I can't bring back. Call it honesty. None of my relation
ships now have any real integrity. It isn't that I lie (she was quick
to assure me) it's just that I can't really lose myself in anyone else.
I can't find myself either."
"Do you think," she ventured softly, "that it's because you
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wouldn't settle for anything less than everything? That you knew
my disguises? Taught me how detrimental role-playing was? That I
couldn't bring my acting home after a day of auditions? Wolfish
producers, baiting directors?
I tried to smile, saying as neutrally as possible.
"Lissi, people aren't each others protectors. That kind of de
pendency doesn't work either. There has to be more to a relation
ship than attraction and loneliness."
"You've found someone else haven't you," she replied.
I had found someone else. Someone who didn't hold back.
Someone more suited to my nature. I wasn't even sure Kara would
understand my seeing Lissi. But I had to that one last time. I
thought that it would be easy saying good-bye to her in a strange
apartment. She'd moved in just a month before.
So again I found myself surrounded by four walls that didn't
speak of her to me or us. Something else happened. I can't explain.
I'd only gone there to break it off and say good-bye. But when she
came out of the bedroom wearing that green gown that made her
eyes go beryl something snapped inside of me. I felt her exerting
her control over me, getting her way one last time. Manipulating
me as Kara couldn't.
She started out by thanking me, by telling me how important
I'd been to her and how I'd helped her get herself together. She
apologized for not being there when I needed her. But drugs had
always terrified her. I remembered that, didn't I? I said I did. And
then not being able to resist that last shred of attraction we made
love. But there was a tearing, a wrenching away from each other.
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We came apart like strangers, joyless. Then she insisted that I leave.
I did. Wanting to get away as fast as possible and share all that
frenzy, hurt, and, yes, despair with paper. Pin it down while it still
had breath. Raw. Fresh. While I could still reach out and touch it.
I wouldn't lose it if I could just get it down on paper. It wasn't im
portant to make sense out of it yet. That would come later. When
the hurried print settled into some semblance of order. Now I
only had to trap it and tame it into words. Memory would take
care of the rest.
It was pouring when I left her building, rushed for a cab. But
far off to the left beyond a hover of clouds I glimpsed the sun. And
remembered a stray line from the end of Cortazar's story: "Now
there's a big white cloud, as on all these days, all this untellable
time." Three o'clock by my watch. But it's true that what's left
to be said is always "a cloud, two clouds, or long hours of a sky per
fectly clear." Like Cortazar's character, I watched the sky start to
clear. Knowing everything gets grey for awhile, but then it starts to
clear. And the frame of the picture - of the relationship IS
sharper than it ever was or will be again.
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Adrienne Maher
A BEACH POEM

Your pending departure
and the easy day before the birds
skimmed a field and took flight all at once
peppering the sky in great swirls
and we went home and ate leftovers
and the corn out back was turning brown
is the coalescence of pink clouds and water
leaving a faint horizon.
It's too cold to swim now.
The pools and gullies of a sand ruin
reflect the phases of dusk.
I watch cones of light
moving along distant roads
across the water
and the houses clustered
from all their different streets
on one stretch of shore.
Their lights wave ribbons;
orange, yellow, green, gold,
and the wet sand here
where they touch and blaze
is the silent fanfare
I will give you as you leave.
A ship passes without noise
beyond the last house;
a single light detaches
as you will
and moves through the night
tracing an imperceptable horizon.
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SWANS
The hammock is a web
that cradles me in rhythm
with the subtle moving tips
of wind grazed water reeds.
Amid them is an island of water.
A seagull lands upon its image
then glides above the surface
cloud splotched blue and silvery green 
over turtles still as rocks
across the road and beach cabannas and roses
as bicycles wheel in twos and fours
and red whites and blues, curving
far around the bend, chased by dogs.
The silence from here is a moment
suspended in a painting
viewed at an outside gallery.
Beyond the reeds is a lake
where swans sit and drift all day. But then
within this moment of air water wind leaf and bird
like sudden inspiration
they whir their feet push off
and beat their white wings
with necks craned straight
and their wild honks
like wind roaring in sails.
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Lola Haskins

ALL THEIR FRIENDS SAY THEY'RE THE PERFECT COUPLE

I married my dolly.
She kisses little plastic kisses
and lets me do anything I want.
Later, she cooks breakfast:
yellow-eyed eggs that I pretend
to eat, bacon that feels
crisp as real. When I go
to work I set her arm at "wave"
and she waves all day.
At night, I do her hair
and dress her up. She kisses
little plastic kisses
and lets me do anything I want.

14
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Ruth Moon Kempher
NONA's DARKNESS
"Screw happy bird," she thought, when she first saw him,
when he first came into the Knot Hole Tavern and looked down
the long, dark bar as if he were looking for somebody special.
"Don't know his ass from a hole in the wall nor never would."
She had one breast. Magnificent. A beautiful tubule that
seemed to reach out from the rest of her, pulsating, as if it were
eager for air. The other was gone. A concave scar remained, like
counterpoint, somebody had said once. Contrast, like the artists
say. A balance between hereness and goneness. And she refused
to doctor herself up with rubber or any of the other available
synthetics. Tried it once, and it kept slipping. Gave her the itch.
Still, in her size-42 half a bra, she was a strangely awesome sight.
"Are you freaked out enough for me?" she'd ask, sometimes when
she'd been drinking a lot. And the hurt sat there on her question.
He looked at Nona as if he'd never seen a woman before.
Chose to sit at the bar beside her. It was a quiet night, Wednesday
maybe, would be slow til the movie across the Plaza let out, a lot
of the regulars gone over to see "The Last Tango in Paris ... "
uncut, they said, twenty minutes longer than up in Jacksonville ....
But he must of seen a woman before, she decided, watching
Bick, the bartender pour a beer for the man beside her. God help
him, if he never did.
"Hun?" he said to her, as if she's spoken, which she hadn't, or
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Nona's Darkness

at least she didn't think she had.
"I didn't say anything," she said. "You aren't from here, are
you?"
He shook his head, and beer bubbled at the corner of his
mouth. "0 no. Just a tourist. Touring ... "
"I'm Nona," she announced, for no reason at alL "They all
know me here. You could buy me a beer."
He did.
"Where are you from?" she asked him. She'd practically asked
for the beer after all, and was enjoying it, and you ought to be polite.
"Who me?"
"Who else?"
"I ... noplace special. Noplace you ever heard of."
"Try me."

"Omega, New Jersey."
"You know something? You're right. I never heard of it."
"Nobody else has, either, hardly. My father had a White
Tower there."
"A hamburger joint?"
"I guess it used

to

be. He rebuilt it. I was born there."

"That makes you different," she decided, sipping her beer.
"I thought you were. I just didn't know how."
"It's the white bricks," he smiled, gently. "Makes all the dif
ference."
"Do you know magic tricks, too?"
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Ruth Moon Kempher

"Sure," he nodded. "Any kind. You name it, I know it."
She snickered. "You could make me beautiful."
He shook his head. "You are already, now."
"Ha. "
"Okay. You think not, you're not. But you are."
"Bird brain."
The man shrugged. He was small-built, wirey, and seemed
used to being ignored and not believed and generally forgotten.
"You like another beer?"
"Maybe later. Tell me I'm beautiful, again."
"No," she shook his head harder than before. "Not now. Be
cause now, you're not."
"But you just said I was."
"That was then. This is now."
Nona finished off her beer in one long swallowing. "That,"
she said, clicking the glass down on the bar, "That is the story of
my life."
He motioned to Bick, who was slicing limes up at the service
end of the bar. Acrid, acid scent of the cut limes drifting to them.
"Bring the lady another beer, and me, too."
"Lady," Nona giggled. "That's a hot one."
"Remains to be seen," he muttered, gently, to himself.
"I used to be a singer," she said. "Sometimes I'd sing here,
when Zim was playing piano, I knew Zim real weB, and he'd play
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Nona's Darkness

slow for me, not his usual jazz. They said I sounded just like Sarah
Vaughn. But even then ... " she tried to make a joke about her
self. "Even back when I was all here, I didn't like people to look
at me. That's why I liked it here, it's darker than most places."
Bick brought the two beers, smiling enigmatically at Nona, not
saying anything, but evidently thinking a lot, behind his sparkling
eyes.
Nona looked at the sweating bottle. "What did I do to deserve
this? "
His smile crooked out, like a lop-sided W. "Nothing. Yet."
"Maybe nothing, never," Nona warned.
He shrugged. "Maybe. But some things are ... sort of inevit
able. It doesn't matter. I like talking with you."
"You don't really say much," she observed. "Except you
know magic."
"Not everybody thinks to ask me about that." He studied his
glass, the foam at the top, the bubbles rising in waving streamers
through the clear golden liquid. "You're one of the first. Did you
just guess?"
"No. Wasn't a guess." She drank, slowly. "I just knew."
"How did you know?"
"Maybe I didn't know. Maybe I guessed."
"You said you knew."
She hunched on the barstool, which was small for all her
weight, uncomfortable. "Okay, I thought I knew. Who in hell
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Ruth Moon Kempher
cares?"

"I do." He sounded humble. "It's not important to most
people, 1 admit. But you should look in the mirror. You'd see,
you're beautiful again."
"I think you're full of bull-oney," said Nona.
"No you don't." This time he smiled a proper smile. "You
could even love me, I believe."

"0, come on." She looked at the sky, which was made of
knotty pine, deeply shadowed, smoke shrouded, stained from years
of drifting ash and nicotine. "What could turn you on?"
"I guess just you, yourself."
She chuckled. "That's crazy. And it's crazy, 1 like it. I'm a
fooL But nobody teases me like that, usually."
"Nobody knows you like I do."
She turned and stared at him. "You don't know me, at all."
"Well. I told you. I was born in a White Tower."
She shook her head. "You think I look bad now," she said.
"It's shadowy in here. But you know how it is bright, in the
mornings? You know how mirrors are, in bathrooms, real well
lit? Well, they ought not allow either one. You get this film on
your eyes see, from sleeping, so you can't see really, and that's
great. Then you got to wash your face, and hot damn, there you
are, red lines in your eyes, sagging cheeks, the works. Forget
beautiful. You think I don't know?"
He sipped his beer, thoughtfully, and then he said, "You don't
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have to worry about that."

"O?" she went back and worked on her beer a while, too. "O?
That's what you think?"
"That's what I know."
She moved on the barstool, uneasy again. "You know about
dreams, too?"
"More about dreams than magic." He moved closer, so his
knee brushed hard against hers, and after the first flinching back,
her knee moved close again, and their knees were pressed together.
"Tell me about my dreams," she said, and it sounded like a chal
lenge. But there was fear in her voice, too. "I have lousy dreams.
I wish I could forget them. Sometimes I dream there's something

eating me, like they say, only I see little claws sort of, eating away
somewhere inside, and then they hide and I don't know where they
are and it's like they're teasing me, and that's a normal dream they
tell me, for a person who had what I did, it's a normal fear and I
should forget it ... "
"To dream your fears," he said. "That's supposed to keep you
from going crazy."
Nona's head cocked, nervous. "I don't see how it could. 0,
I heard that too. But I never believed it. Drive you crazy, is more

like it, if you wake up and that's all you remember, slithery little
claws somewhere inside. Fat lot they know, if they never dreamed
it. "
"That's true. That's true."
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"You know what I mean?"
"Sure I do. Like I invented it myself. That well."
"And sometimes I dream it's not in me at all, but it's some
where outside, like in a bottle, but they're eating away at the
bottle, and they'll find me, once they break through, it's only a
matter of time ... I wake up, and I can still hear how the glass of
the bottle's shattering in their claws."
He nodded, complacent. "Well, you know. Everything's a
matter of time, in a way. We're brought up that way ... to spend
our lives expecting ... something. Trained, like. To always look
forward to something magic ... how many hours to recess, how
many days to Santa Claus, how many years 'til I grow up ... "
"Yeah," said Nona. "That's just how it is. But even so. It
mixes me up sometimes. What I think is, when it does break
through the glass, whatever, maybe I'll be glad. Like recess, like
you said, or Santa Claus, because I won't have to wonder any
more, when it's going to happen, when it does, I'll be so relieved
... " She brushed her hair back from her face, a harsh gesture,
angry. "I don't want to talk about that any more. What do you
dream about, anyway?"
He grinned, foolishly. "Beer," he said, and anybody who had
been listening would have sensed immediately that he lied. Es
pecially, Nona sensed that.
"Doesn't anybody ever ask you about that either?"
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"Why did you move your knee away just now?"
Nona blushed. "You're too ... close."
"I should take offense. 1 thought you ... liked me."
"Forget it."
"No. "
"Look, you think you bought me a beer, you bought my soul?
Everything else? Forget it. Nobody asked you, anyhow."
He nearly purred. "Why do you want to be angry? You at
least liked my knee."
"You're too different," she said, decisively. "Piss on your
knee."
He giggled. "Well, 1 have. A time or two ... "
She giggled, too. "You must have been awful drunk."
"Of course. I'm not that different. Not even from you. And
you're a little different. And I think you're beautiful."
"You lie." Nona's face could have been chiseled out of stone,
pale agate, marble, something tought. "You lie."
"Never. "
"You lie, you lie, you lie," she said, and frantic, her eyes made
darting movements in her face, in time with the tattoo of her words.
"You lie, I know you do."
His voice was cream. "You just don't want to believe in me,
do you?"
"I don't know who you are ... not anything."
"But can't you guess? Don't I, magic, hear you guessing,
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back in your head? You're no fool, Nona. You can guess ... " he
somehow moved closer, without moving the barstools, came nearer
through space, 'til there was no space between them, and his hip and
his thigh laid hotly against heres. "You're such a lovely girl, with
such a lovely name ... '"
She was near crying. Tears welled in her eyes. "Leave me
alone."
"Oh no," he whispered. "I couldn't, never do that ... "
Her fingers made little squirrel movements on the bar. "I
asked you please to just leave me alone."
"But you want to touch me, don't you? You want to find
out if I'm flesh and blood, while another part of you almost hopes
I'm something ... more like a dream. But I think maybe, you'd·
rather find out for sure, I'm real."
She bit at her underlip. "No. No. No, I don't want to find
out anything. Just go away. Thank you for the beer. Just go away."
"Go where?" He lifted his eyebrows sardonically. "Where
would you suggest I go? Back to Omega, New Jersey? Well, the)/'
say we all go back to our beginnings. But I'd rather not, not just
now. Maybe you'd rather I just melt away, into the night? Maybe
you'd be pleased, if I just slipped awy, like mist, like sometimes
you'd like to do, drift into the safe darkness, where no one can see
you, drift away. But you know, the night never goes very far."
"Doesn't it?"
He shook his head slowly. "No. Of course it doesn't. It's
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always waiting around the next bend. It's as you said ... a matter
of time."
Tears glittered in streaks down her face. "Will you be there?
In the dark? Will you stay?" She leaned against him heavily.
"Oh yes," he murmured. "Oh, yes I will be."
Clumsily, she swatted at the tears on her face. "I'm crazy,"
she said. "I guess you think I'm either craxy, or some cheap pick
up. That's what you'd think. But I'm not either one, I think."
"I know you're not."

"It's not just like one beer and then wham bam and thank you
m'am, it's really not."
"I know that. I think you're a beautiful creature, I honestly

do."
"Why do you say it that way? 'Creature'?"
He moved back, but only slightly, as if to look at her more
clearly by adjusting the space between them, artistically, find the
best perspective, balance of hereness and thereness. "I don't know
why I said it that way," he admitted. "What would you like me to
say? 'animal'?"
She almost laughed. "That doesn't sound too great, either."
"Right at the moment," he said, taking hold of her hand, "I
could almost say I'd never leave you, never again."
"Damn fool," said Nona, huskily. "Damn fool, me. You'd say
that, and you'd be lying, and you say you never lie. Well, every
body likes to be lied to, a little, I guess."
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"That's right," he said solemnly. "That's very true." He still
had a firm grip on her hand, although she didn't seem to want to
move anywhere away.
"Your hands are awful cold," she said. "Must be from hanging
on to that glass of beer."
"Could be," he said, and with a jerk of his head, signaled to
Bick, to bring the bill.
"I know I'm a fool," Nona said. "But I like to be lied to a little,
like anybody else, I do. Just like I wanted to believe in Santa Claus,
everybody wants that, Santa Claus, even if underneath they know
"

" ... what they think they know," he said, very demure, sud
denly, very coy. And, whispering to himself, he shrugged, picking
up the bill, "screw happy bird," he murmured, looking to see what
he would have to pay.
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Judy Order
BEHIND THE WALL

My quiet has been
intruded on by neighbors,
who heavily bump and bang
the dull wooden chairs
they bought at a flea market.
I hear them whisper
with their low, husky voices,
they know I'm listening.
But the rented rooms
are $15 a week
and the sink's water
is a swimming pool for rats.
So the walls become
curtains hung to separate
the room from your sister
when your sexuality
suddenly became private.
I wait for the loud laughter
that must send them
clutching their stomachs in pain,
they were a happy couple.
Maybe they were a
pair of comedians
trying their new acts
ou t on each other
or better yet, one was
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training to be the hired man
who follows the comedian
from tour to tour.
The automatic laugh machine.
But the whispers continue,
the tone, level and mellow.
Then one tone drops
and the cracks
sound like tears.
I hear the scrapes of the chairs,
once - twice - then
the low moaning like that
of a widow at the dirt grave
of her husband.
As the door shuts bluntly
firmly, it leaves a scar.
I turn to find a privacy
I wish for that woman
behind the wall,
whose tears still
should be sacred.
But I must leave the room
and walk the night street
for the cracks in my wall
are sweating drops
and I haven't a bucket
to catch them in.
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THE STATION'S TRAINS
The excitement of life electrically
hums by ...
Above, below, around everything.
The drinkable thirst that keeps them
satisfied is here
The pumping of her vein's blood is here.
Sounds and footsteps are absorbed
in the coats and hair
As every sound is muted then re-echoed.
An endless menagerie of delicate faces
sails carefully through their
own sea.
Many times, I have
From my pigeon perch, the rain-spout
the mammoth buildings
Wanted my cooing the glove padded sound
of my wings
to be heard.
Above the trucks, the people and
the station's trains.
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DOWN CRANBERRY TREE ROAD

The cranberry trees are in bloom
beneath them there is no sweeter smelling
sitting place. You remember then the sour fruit,
hard poisonous berries that make for good cra~berry
fights. Around the sprawling green suburbs there are
subtle greenish-yellow, warm mossy dark greens, bursting
whites and left over browns. The cranberry trees bloom
in little girl pinks and hot passionate reds.
Into summer the sour fruit grows, there is no pinker
more vibrant tree, none that the yellow jackets want
to protect more. Little girls come see, the cranberry
trees in bloom.
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Annette C. Deamond
ON THE PORCH, IN THE SWING
Germaine sat out on the porch in the swing. She rocked slow
ly back and forth, back and forth.
In her arms was a little girl, her daughter. The girl was five
years old. She just laid there and never moved. Once in a while, she
smiled vaguely at nothing in particular. Maybe it was inflections in
her mother's voice. Maybe it was the sun filtering in through the
wisteria. Maybe it was just something private.
And sometimes, she would move her right arm. Up slowly,
the arm would go, bent at the elbow. Then, it would come down
again. As if it had nothing to do with the body to which it was
attached.
Rick would say, "why do you sing, day in and day out. It
doesn't make any difference to her." Rick never used the child's
name. He always said, "her."
"You'd better off tend to some practical business. I think
you're wasting your time."
Rick would shake his head and go in the house, or down the
steps, depending on what time it was.
Germaine sang all kinds of songs. Songs like "Row,Row,Row
Your Boat" and "The Hut-Sut Song," and songs that were popular
when her mother was a girL She sang the songs that she and Rick
listened to when they were going steady. She also sang currently
popular songs.
Sometimes, she'd forget the words and just hum the lines.
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Sometimes, she'd make up her own words to fit the empty spaces
so that the songs she sang may have been written partly by So-and
So, partly by Germaine Goffstedd.
All the kids in the neighborhood knew about Germaine rock
ing Baby on the porch at a certain time each day. They'd come to
sit with her, on the steps or next to her on the big wooden swing.

If they knew what she was singing, they'd sing too. It got to be so
that everybody knew the lyrics to songs partly by So-an'd-So, partly
by Germaine Hoffstedd. She laughed to think of those kids walking
around singing her own made up words.
Some of the girls sat and stroked Baby's hair. It was golden
blonde and very thick and wavey. Germaine kept it very clean, so
that it shone and everybody said how beautiful Baby's hair was.
Funny. Baby was beautiful all over. Except for her lack of
expression. She was also very skinny. But, her eyes were huge and
blue with great, long lashes. Her lips were pretty and red and never
chapped, even though her mouth hung open. Her teeth were white
and straight and added something pleasant to the open mouth. Her
skin was like porcelain. She was like a limp, Dresden doll.
"Look, Rick," Rick's mother said to him over the phone.
"Have you thought of having her put in an institution? I don't
want to sound mean, but she'd be better off there."
"I don't know about that, Mother."
"She'd hardly know the difference. They'd take care of her.
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How many more bouts with pneumonia do you think you're going
to run through? And what about Germaine? How is it going to be
five years from now? Ten years from now? When Baby is grown.
How will Germaine manage her then? Is the woman to spend her
life taking care of that child? All I'm saying is: the longer you keep
her, the more difficult it will be to let her go."
"Don't you think I know that, Mother?" Rick would shake
his heavy head.
He looked out the window. His wife looked hazy through the
grey screen. Back and forth. Back and forth.
"When I think of all that's being thrown away," he shook his
head again. "No, not thrown away."
"Then, what?"
"Germaine quit college to have that baby. She stayed au t to
raise it. All that time. All that talent. She was a smart girl, Ger
maine was. And where is it getting her?"
"That's what I'm trying to say, Son. Why don't you talk to
her. Have me talk to her. Do something. You just can't spend the
rest of your lives nursing one vegetable."
"It's not that simple, Mother," Rick said. Germaine's voice
blended with the swish of breeze as it came through the screen. He
noticed what a fine voice she had. It was getting better, too. She
was singing a fast, sad song from the Great Depression. It was about
all the people down in Oklahoma leaving their farms and setting out
for California. Germaine sang it like she knew what it was all about.
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Germaine's mother had just been a kid during the 1930's. "We
just figured that was how things were," she'd say of that time of be
ing very poor.

"Didn't make you mad that all those movie stars and socialites
were strutting around in furs, living like royalty, while you lived on
cabbage soup?"
"No, we just figured that was how things were. We couldn't be
like them."
"What a crazy way to think," Germaine had said.
Germaine knew what Rick's mother said every time they talked
together. She knew it and could see the lady's point. But it was
not Rick's mother's daughter. It was Germaine's daughter.
Germaine could no more send her daughter to a state institu
tion than she could jump off the roof and fly.
One time, Germaine let some morbid thoughts enter her mind.
She figured how easy it would be to ignore Baby's next case of pneu
monia. Or set a couple of pillows over her face. When the little
girl was dead, Germaine would probably become hysterical.
"My Baby! My Baby!" she'd scream out onto the porch, into
the front yard.
The neighbors would all shake their heads and say, "it's all
for the best."
No one would suspect a thing. And even if they did, they'd
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all turn their backs and discreetly say nothing. They'd understand.
Germaine thought about this for many days.
She thought that afterwards, she might go back to college. Or
have another baby. Or anything. She would look back on those
five years sadly, and, maybe, miss singing on the porch with Baby.
She'd miss her daughter's golden hair catching the sunlight. But,
there would be things she would not miss.
Changing diapers on a twenty year old woman did not sound
so good. That would be what she would be doing fifteen years from
now.
She laid Baby in her white crib and went to sit on the porch,
alone. She would go back in and lay the pillows on the blank face
and walk back out.
She would make it seem as if a stuffed bear had fallen on the
girl's face when she moved her arm. And she would be very, very
sorry.
Germaine got up from the swing. She could see poor Rick's
unhappy face in the back of her mind. She could just imagine him
shaking his head. He would be the first to think, "it's all for the
best. "
She walked through the living room. Her feet made the usual
noises on the bare floor. The noises were muffled across a scatter
rug, then onto the bare wood again. The wood was just recently
shellacked, bright and dean. Her dead grandmother's clock ticked.
Germaine stood over the spindle crib. She cut quite a figure.
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Her back and shoulders were broad and strong from hoisting the
dead weight of her daughter day after day.
She noticed a yellow curl had managed to find its way into
the girl's mouth. The hair was wet with saliva on the end.
Baby slept. Not everybody could tell when the little girl was
asleep. Of course, Germaine could.
"Wake up, Baby," Germaine crooned. Her voice sounded funny
in the quiet. It was a very quiet neighborhood.
Baby's beautiful, long lashes fluttered.
Germaine leaned over and scooped her daughter up into her
arms. Slowly, she made her way back out to the porch. She felt,
sometimes, like she was playing dolls. Day after day, playing dolls.
Germaine had hated playing dolls when she, herself, was a little girl.
She sat down on the wooden slats of the swing.
A dark brown shock of hair moved along the bushes. "Hi,
Germaine, how's Baby?" the girl said. She had brought some fudge
that she made.
"Sing the one about the boat sinking. I want to learn the rest
of the words," she said.
"Okay," Germaine licked the chocolate off her fingers. They
sang the song three times in a row and rocked back and forth.
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IN BETWEEN LOVE

I swallowed you whole
in gulps of security
when I was hollow like
circles of eyes and smiles.
Eyes that are warm liquid.
Bones that break.
N ow, you turn
inside of me, twisting
vital organs.
I spit you up
with no appetite left
at all.
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UNDEVELOPED LISTENING SKILLS

The clocks call their hours
speaking to the high ceiling.
Mother is shaped to her Victorian chair,
Father plays his grand ivory fingers
upon the piano keys.
He has been playing the sonata
for perfection.
The pointsettia flourishes with a melodic
tohe, Father's gingery fingers slide
across the keyboard.
My great-great uncle hangs on the walL
His ominous stare watches
as my hands reweave the oriental rug.
I dismiss myself from the room,
meander to mine, shutting the door
and turning on the TV for reruns.
Television has become a ritual.
Downstairs, Mother's shape
squirms in her chair.
The piano's sound explodes
through the heat registers.
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I,ONC DISTANCE

My pen slides in movements
of unanswered words.
Lonliness is a single voice
sans antiphony.
My heart is defunct.
Now you call to me over the phone,
tapping red beats in my ear.
The momentum races in speeds
I could never drive,
as our words form
the same sentence and our sentence
ends in the same word, "you."
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FISH FOR A LIVING
They stampeded the town
Like a herd of cattle set free
Bouldered bellies guzzled beer
Until it gargled in their throats
Regurgitating two months at sea
To every passy by.
The sun
Tired by such trivialities
pulled the shade.
But the gaieties continued
Far into the night
Squelching the choking cry
Of the freshly caught captives
Squirming the decks.
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SEED PLAY
In Sarah's garden
turnips pump from soil
like barnacles lodged in moss shells;
golden skins of squash
are gnawed by muskrats
which slip through viney pathways
late in night dew.
Carrot stems cluster
and leaves like puzzle shapes
lock and blend sweeping night air.
Across from the garden
she stands mixing lemons and sugar.
A rake dusted with yellow rhine
lying flat; weeds twisted in iron forks
like stalks of peapods
wrapping stakes.
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